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Comparative Mythology 1987
in myth author puhvel argues a human group expresses the thought patterns by which it formulates
self cognition and self realization attains self knowledge and self confidence explains its own sources
and sometimes tries to chart its destinies here puhvel unravels the prehistoric origins of the
traditions of india and iran greece and rome of the celts germans balts and slavs utilizing the
methodologies of historical linguistics and archaeology he reconstructs a shared prehistorical
religious mythological and cultural heritage separate chapters on individual traditions as well as on
recurrent themes give life to the book as both a general introduction and a detailed reference from
publisher description

Comparative Mythology [sound Recording] 1976
this is a new release of the original 1909 edition

The New Comparative Mythology 1973
this collection first published in 1992 offers critical interpretive essays on various aspects of the work
of joseph campbell 1904 1987 one of a very few international experts on myth joseph campbell
examines myths and mythologies from a comparative point of view and he stresses those similarities
among myths the world over as they suggest an existing transcendent unity of all humankind his
interpretations foster an openness even a generous appreciation of all myths and he attempts to
generate a broad sympathetic understanding of the role of these stories in human history in our
present day lives and in the possibilities of our future

An Introduction to Comparative Mythology 2021-06-02
this is a new release of the original 1883 edition

Comparative Mythology 2014-03
this book is a fascinating scientific inquiry into the question of how humans came to the existence
that we know today the goal for this book is to serve as a handbook of comparative mythology a
large portion of text is dedicated to retelling condensed versions of the ancient myths of the world so
that a beginning scholar may attain a worldly knowledge of cultural myths that they can compare
independently in addition to this large body of mythological evidence a matrix method of
comparable characters is presented such that a common thread of history emerges by comparing
outlines of stories from around the world the basic storyline of history includes parts from all
religions the history of the world as we currently understand it will dramatically change by three
discoveries presented in this book first is evidence and mathematical proof that ancient earth was
struck by a portion of halley s comet second is discovery of an ancient map of the world encrypted
into the body of an ancient fresco third is discovery of a matrix method giving mathematical
probability to characters often thought purely mythical this book promises to offer the greatest
paradigm shift in thinking on human history since darwin and in doing so it presents a return to
many of the greatest arts and literature stories the world has ever known in simple real life stories
what the matrix method means is that the mythological characters of father heaven and mother
earth show up in most cultural myths as the first set of parents to the world sea and sun and moon
are of the second generation thunder and underworld are of the third generation matrix comparison
leads to the conclusion that a universal pantheon of founders once existed where it gets really
interesting is the point where recognizable historic figures relate to the same entities as mythical
characters zeus is the same person as ramses 1 hera is the same person as nefertiti and sara and
ishtar this book will be of interest to artists and scientists as well as historians religious scholars and
storytellers



An Introduction to Comparative Mythology 2015-06-22
this volume is the exposition of a method for studying and comparing cultures myths and other
social aspects of a society originally published in 2002 it contains an expanded treatment as well as
several refinements along with examples of the application of the method

Comparative Mythology [text (large Print)] 1986
this is a new release of the original 1909 edition

Comparative Mythology 1977
this book is a result of the ongoing activity centered on discovering and understanding the mythic
religions social and legal underpinnings of the ancient indo european speaking continuum in terms of
their oldest or most archaic manifestations without dustcover spine slightly damaged at bottom ex
libris usual library stamps and markings text absolutely clean condition good

Uses of Comparative Mythology 2021-04-14
this collection first published in 1992 offers critical interpretive essays on various aspects of the work
of joseph campbell 1904 1987 one of a very few international experts on myth joseph campbell
examines myths and mythologies from a comparative point of view and he stresses those similarities
among myths the world over as they suggest an existing transcendent unity of all humankind his
interpretations foster an openness even a generous appreciation of all myths and he attempts to
generate a broad sympathetic understanding of the role of these stories in human history in ou

An Introduction to the Science of Comparative Mythology
and Folklore 2014-03
this is a new release of the original 1884 edition

Origins of the Gods...and One Hundred Schools of Thought
2016-04-21
bringing together a medley of stories myths and folklore gary varner shares a fascination and
respect for humankind s early and contemporary cultures and wonders at similarities across the
board here he focuses on little people and giants animals and were creatures and the odd helpful or
threatening ways imputed to our earthly companions including dogs and cats bats and spiders and
the stories people have told each other about them since time immemorial gary varner has
performed a valuable service in these books presenting lore from about the world a collector s hoard
of traditions rich and strange varner shows there really are obvious and puzzling similarities between
widely separated cultures gary varner has pointed the way to some important cross cultural readings
in the ageless themes of stone and water jeremy harte curator of the bourne hall museum surrey
england in northern earth magazine 103 2005 menhirs dolmen and circles of stone is an excellent
guide to large scale magical stones and stone magic this book is a must for anyone interested in
megalithic sites most highly recommended pangaia magazine united states as with other books by
the same author this is a book based upon broad research into the subject stretching across the
world what results is a fascinating weave of stories and images descriptions of sites and associated
tales that leaves a sense of a thousand deities whispering in the air because it is so broad a sweep
the positive outcome is an overreaching perspective of the patterns and commonalities held
between human communities our ancestors all around the world the book is a sound overview and
provocation toresearch more deeply ourselves to find alternative visions tales and interpretations to
find out more about the sacred currents their depths and importance both to our ancestors and to
ourselves the author s notations are comprehensive allowing us easily to follow the clues a valuable



piece of work the druid network england gary r varner is a lecturer and writer on folklore and early
religions he is author of several popular books comparing legends and beliefs around the world
including the mythic forest the green man the spirit of nature algora 2006 menhirs dolmen and
circles of stone the folklore and magic of sacred stone algora 2005 and sacred wells a study in the
history meaning and mythology of holy wells his approach incorporates details from ancient cultures
and from native american uk and european asian south pacific and african folklore varner is a
member of the american folklore society

Comparative Mythology 1989
excerpt from an introduction to the science of comparative mythology and folklore my purpose in
this volume is to give a general view of the vast mass of popular traditions belonging to the aryan
nations of asia and europe and of other tribes so far as the conditions of the subject may render
necessary its starting point is the principle that the popular traditions of no one aryan people can be
really understood except in their relation to those of other tribes and nations of the same family and
that the epical and dramatic literature of those races has been constructed from materials common
to all branches of the aryan stock and furnished by popular sayings stories and tales many of which
have never had the good fortune to be more than the talk of nurses and children the greek term
mythology scarcely expresses indeed the fact that the traditions on which the epic lyric and dramatic
poetry of the aryan nations has sprung up really constitute what in strict speech we may speak of as
the whole learning of the people in early stages of thought and civilisation and sum up their thoughts
on the origin and constitution of the outward world about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Comparative Mythology, Cultural and Social Studies and
the Cultural Category- Factor Correlation Method 2007-07
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world
and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Comparative Mythology 2014-03
excerpt from bible folk lore a study in comparative mythology the present volume is the result of
some twelve years of serious and special study it is an attempt to apply the principle of evolution to
the history of hebrew and christian belief and to lay before the public for its consideration the results
which appear to the author to spring from the recent researches of orientalists whether students of
semitic or of aryan antiquities englishmen are as yet little aware as a rule of the vast stores of
accurate and detailed information bearing on the comparative study of the bible which have through
the patient labour of many scholars been slowly accumulated during the last twenty years they know
no doubt that cuneiform inscriptions and papyri have been read and that the sacred books of india
and of persia have been translated but they do not know how fundamentally this increased



knowledge affects the very basis of an examination of the bible literature as a whole the author s
main contention is then that the biblical literature can no longer be considered to stand alone as a
unique production of genius or inspiration but that its real origin and meaning can only be
understood by the application of the comparative method which has as yet been only very
imperfectly utilised in connection with the bible traditions the mythical hypothesis is not it is true a
new one about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

Bible Folk-lore 1884
an updated edition of a beloved classic creative mythology tells the inner story of humanity s entire
philosophical spiritual and artistic history since the dark ages ultimately positioning each of us as the
creator of our own mythology in this fourth and final volume in the masks of god series joseph
campbell s major work of comparative mythology the preeminent mythologist looks at the birth of
the modern individualistic mythology as it developed in europe beginning in the twelfth century
tracing the disintegration of orthodox tradition up through the radical art and philosophies of the late
twentieth century campbell arrives at an astonishing insight modern humans are the first to witness
the creation of myth and position themselves as the center of their own mythology presaging our
current era of personal brands curated feeds and celebrity influence he wrote upon completion of
this final volume the unity of humanity has everywhere unfolded in the manner of a single symphony
with its themes announced developed amplified and turned about distorted reasserted and today in
a grand fortissimo of all sections sounding together irresistibly advancing to some kind of mighty
climax out of which the next great movement will emerge updated with recent findings from
archeology anthropology and psychology that support his perceptive analysis of human cultural
evolution this new edition of creative mythology remains as vital revelatory and urgent as the
original did upon publication more than half a century ago

Comparative Mythology 1869
in this climax to his series of studies on world mythologies the author examines a process he sees as
beginning in the mid twelfth century in the west an accelerating disintegration of the orthodox
tradition

An Introduction to the Science of Comparative Mythology
and Folklore 1968
in chinese mythology anne birrell provides english translations of some 300 representative myth
narratives selected from over 100 classical texts many of which have never before been translated
into any western language organizing the narratives according to themes and motifs common to
world mythology birrell addresses issues of source dating attribution textural variants multiforms
and context drawing on exhaustive work in comparative mythology she surveys the development of
chinese myth studies summarizes the contribution of chinese and japanese scholars to the study of
chinese myth since the 1920s and examines special aspects of traditional approaches to chinese
myth the result is an unprecedented guide to the study of chinese myth for specialists and
nonspecialists alike

Comparative mythology 1856
this influential work on comparative mythology takes on a scholarly controversy that raged at the
time over the origin of mythology is myth a disease of language as max muller claimed or does it as



the lang argues here reflect the spiritual needs of humans lang makes the case for an
anthropological study of mythology a fascinating treatise on the study of modern mythology the
construction of myths so soon after an event andrew lang was the foremost scholar in folklore and
mythology of his time

Myth and Law Among the Indo-Europeans 1970
this influential work on comparative mythology takes on a scholarly controversy that raged at the
time over the origin of mythology is myth a disease of language as max muller claimed or does it as
the lang argues here reflect the spiritual needs of humans lang makes the case for an
anthropological study of mythology a fascinating treatise on the study of modern mythology the
construction of myths so soon after an event andrew lang was the foremost scholar in folklore and
mythology of his time

Uses of Comparative Mythology 2015
superhero phenomena exploded into 20th and 21st century popular culture by way of the visual
medium of comic books in an increasingly secular yet spiritual culture that has largely renounced the
gods and even religion what does the return of the superhero through our own pop cultural
mythologies say to us or even about us this collection of essays from leading and up and coming
scholars in the fields of comparative mythology and depth psychology considers the return of the
superhero as representative of our own unique emergent modern mythology a wildly diverse
pantheon that reflects back to us our most far reaching hopes and im possible super human desires
in placing the interpretive tools of comparative mythology and depth psychology alongside the
comic book phenomenon a super powered palette emerges that unveils the hidden potential of
modern readers own heightened imaginations the essays in this anthology examine select comic
book and superhero characters from the silver age 1960s through contemporary 21st century
adaptations and innovations as readers are invited to discover and uncover what the re emergence
of these perennial gods and goddesses have to say about our own secret super selves today

Comparative mythology. An essay 1909
this highly original study in comparative mythology interprets the greek myths in the light of the
mythologies of other indo european cultures indian celtic scandinavian roman greek iranian and
ossetian julian baldick uses a modified version of the schema proposed by the french theorist
dumezil little known and often misunderstood in the anglo saxon world to consider the profound
connections between such works as the iliad the odyssey the great indian epics the ramayana and
the mahabharata the iranian book of kings and the scandinavian ynglingasaga the book includes a
long critical exposition of the discipline of comparative mythology from its eighteenth century origins
to the revival of the discipline by dumezil and his followers from 1938 to the present also reassessing
the profound critique of dumezil which linked him with far right ideology baldick s book is an
important new contribution to work on comparative mythology

Bible Folklore 2014-03
to the student of myth this book attempts to provide a concise overview of the theoretical
approaches to studying mythology both in theory and in everyday life whether one is interested in a
particular myth or mythic tradition or understanding comparative mythology more broadly or even
the subject and overview of mythology as a whole this text attempts to present a clear and
understandable introduction to some of the best tried and true approaches as well as to address
some of the perennial problems and points of confusion to embark on the study of myth is to join a
noisy chorus of scholars both present and past in attempting to divine the meaning of some of the
most important intriguing and at times puzzling narratives that humankind has ever crafted we hope
this text will help provide you with the theoretical background and tools to allow for a rich full study
of mythology in all its myriad forms to the teacher of myth myth has been the source of a great deal



of theoretical disagreement and confusion as well we have tried to address some of the
controversies by appealing to a close and careful consideration of the data which at times helps keep
lofty theorizing firmly anchored in the real world additionally we have tried to present a historical
background to the study of myth which should also help illuminate the close relationships between a
society and that society s views of myth mythology does not occur without people it is only with a
strong grounding in the study of humankind that we can hope to make progress in our
understanding where doubt within the scholarly community has arisen we have tried to pay attention
to both sides of the debates the resulting text is intended to be a detailed yet engaging introduction
to the study of world mythology and a scholarly counterweight to popular unscientific views our
experience in teaching myth is that the most vexing issues stem from the several strained if not
contradictory connotations that the term myth carries is myth archaic or is it part of all societies and
thus modern as well is it part of religion and or science or does it contrast with these most vexingly
does myth designate falsehood or the highest forms of truth those that form the core guiding
principles of particular societies engagements of the cosmos and life within it there is also the double
signification of the term mythology which points to both an academic tradition and the object
studied by that tradition our view is that while such antinomies are unlikely to be resolved in the
foreseeable future much can be gained by locating and identifying them and by attempting to
understand how and why they have emerged we hope that this approach not only lends clarity to the
topic of myth but also serves to energize the study to which we now turn

Comparative Mythology 1974
excerpt from modern mythology n ow in all sciences there are differences of opinion about details in
comparative mythology there was with rare exceptions no agreement at all about results beyond this
point greek and sanskrit german and slavonic myths were in the immense majority of instances to
be regarded as mirror pictures on earth of celestial and meteorological phenomena thus even the
story of the earth goddess the harvest goddess demeter was usually explained as a reflection in
myth of one or another celestial phenomenon dawn storm cloud or some thing else according to
taste about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Creatures in the Mist 2007
wendy doniger s foundational study is both modern in its engagement with a diverse range of
religions and refreshingly classic in its transhistorical cross cultural approach by responsibly
analyzing patterns and themes across context doniger reinvigorates the comparative reading of
religion tapping into a wealth of narrative traditions from the instructive tales of judaism and
christianity to the moral lessons of the bhagavad gita she extracts political meaning from a variety of
texts while respecting the original ideas of each a new preface confronts the difficulty of
contextualizing the comparison of religions as well as controversies over choosing subjects and
positioning arguments and the text itself is expanded and updated throughout

An Introduction to the Science of Comparative Mythology
and Folklore 2015-06-02

Comparative Mythology 2015-12-14
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